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Abstract 
We analyze the similarities and differences of the linguistic units in the contemporary German and Macedonian language and the 
lexical structure of both languages. This paper focuses on the analysis and the comparison of the semantic feature of the items 
related to the term “kinship” (Verwandschaftbezeichnungen). The approach for analysis varies from language to language and 
depends on the different language systems of the  languages being compared. It demands careful preparation and it can be used to 
explain the difference in the meaning of the lexical units. In the performed analysis, the concepts such as “semantic” and “lexical 
field” are of significant importance. The aims of the analysis are to interpret the specific semes of the lexical units and to help 
learners see the differences in meaning of the lexical items in these two different language systems. 
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1. Introduction 
 This paper attempts to make a comparison between German and Macedonian kinship terms and discusses their 
translations. The aim of this paper is to analyze the theoretical problems of lexicology as well as the differences and 
similarities in the lexical structure of the linguistic items in the contemporary German and Macedonian language. 
The text focuses on the impact on the language teaching, too. The concepts, such as, semantic and lexical field are of 
significant importance. We analyze the kinship terms such as “category words by means of which an individual is 
taught to recognize the significant groupings in the social structure into which he is born” (Leach,1985,p.143). The 
kinship term system, which is sanctified in a specific society in a long period of time, bears the typical 
characteristics rooted in a certain nation. Kinship terms not only reflect complicated relationships among peoples but 
also the social structures and cultures in different societies. Macedonia and  Germany both have their own cultures 
and the social structures; Macedonian and German languages have their unique kinship term systems, which 
sometimes can not be translated equivalently.  
2. Basic ides - semantic field and contrastive analysis 
Brinton (2000: p.112) defines "semantic field" or "semantic domain" and relates the linguistic concept to 
hyponymy: "Related to the concept of hyponymy, but more loosely defined, is the notion of a semantic field or 
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domain. A semantic field denotes a segment of reality symbolized by a set of related words. The words in a semantic 
field share a common semantic property" (Brinton 2000:112). A general and intuitive description is that words in a 
semantic field are not synonymous, but are all used to talk about the same general phenomenon (Adrian 2011:239). 
A meaning of a word is dependent partly on its relation to other words in the same conceptual area (Jaakko 
1994:41). The kinds of semantic fields vary from culture to culture and anthropologists use them to study belief 
systems and reasoning across cultural groups (Adrian 2011:239). Andersen (1990) identifies the traditional usage of 
"semantic field" theory as: "Traditionally, semantic fields have been used for comparing the lexical structure of 
different languages and different states of the same language" (Andersen 1990:327). Contrastive linguists attempt to 
find out similarities and differences in both related and non-related languages. Contrastive  analysis  grew  as  the 
result of the practical demands of a language-teaching methodology, where it was empirically shown that the errors 
which are made by foreign  language students can be often traced back to the differences  in  structure  between the 
target language and the language of the learner. This  naturally implies the necessity of a detailed comparison of the 
structure of a  native and a target language. This procedure  has  been  named  contrastive  analysis. People proceed 
from the assumption that the categories, elements on the semantic as well as on the syntactic and other  levels  are  
valid for both languages. 
 
3. The importance of contrastive analysis  for both language systems 
Both German and Macedonian kinship terms are part of their own cultural and language system, and great 
similarities and differences exist between the two language systems and between two kinds of kinship terms. In the 
Macedonian language there are numerous and intricate kinship terms, whereas German kinship terms are very 
simple possibly because of their strong mobility. Such a difference will surely become the barrier of kinship term 
translation and will cause difficulties in teaching and learning a foreign language. Therefore, the contrastive study of 
differences between the German and Macedonian kinship term systems will help students to get a better 
understanding of the histories and cultures of the two nations, as well as of the multiculturalism. It will help the 
students to analyze the difficulties in mutual understanding when such kinship terms are involved in intercultural 
communication. It is also helpful to foreign languages learning and translation practice. We believe that it would be 
helpful for the students  to fill the lexical and cultural gap in kinship term translation and we try to seek the best 
ways of translating kinship terms and deepening the contrastive study of the German and Macedonian language so 
that we can  overcome the translation obstacles that might appear  in the process of teaching, learning and translating 
a foreign language. We hope that the understanding of differences and similarities between the German and the 
Macedonian language and culture will improve cross-cultural communication of the two different language and 
cultural systems.                                                                          .  
 
4. Similarities and differences  in the meaning of linguistic units 
  Kinship systems make an interesting area of componential analysis. Kinship is universal since all humans are 
related to other humans trough blood ties and trough marriage, but kinship systems differ from society to society. 
The contrastive analysis is the systematic study of a pair of languages with a view to identifying their structural 
differences and similarities. Historically, it has been used to establish contrastive analysis and second language 
acquisition as a method of explaining why some features of a target language were more difficult to acquire than 
others. Therefore, the difficulty in mastering certain structures in a second language depends on the differences 
e trying to learn. 
A semantic feature is a notational method which can be used to express the existence or non-existence of semantic 
properties by using plus and minus signs. Intersecting semantic classes share the same features. Sememe (from 
 mean, signify) is a semantical language unit of meaning. A sememe is a 
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proposed unit of transmitted or intended meaning; it is atomic or indivisible. That in < > written semantic features of 
-called seme of the items (for example: <generation> (<Generation>), 
<degree  of kinship> (<Verwandtschaftsgrad>), <sex> (<Geschlecht>) /and also various concepts of items that join 
together this word, such as <concretely> (<konkret>), <animated> (<belebt>), <humanly> (<menchlich>). The 
semes of a certain level stand to each other in opposite relation, such as <direkte Verwandtschaft>  occurs in 
opposition to <indirekte Verwandtschaft> / < -2 Generation> occurs in opposition to < -1 Generation > occurs in 
opposition to <gleiche Generation>. And with this, we distinguish: distinguishers, semantic feature that distinguish 
kte Verwandtschaft>, <gleiche 
Generation>; classematic features are 
<konkret>, <belebt>, <menschlich>. According to M. Henn (2006), we cannot find semes in dictionaries. In 
dictionaries we can find only paraphrases of words. We cannot establish the semes only through a simple view of  
 of the structural linguistics. If we observe the semantic 
field the concepts of kinship in the contemporary German and Macedonian languages (Table 1.), we come to the 
following conclusions. In the same cases the lexical and the semantic structure of these concepts in the German 
language are more complicated and in other cases they are simpler than in the Macedonian language. That 
contradicts the opinion that the structure of Slavic languages (such as Macedonian) is generally more complicated. 
On the other hand, the German language has its case system and the Macedonian has only the remaining forms or 
na tetka mi / strina mi / 
as 
Macedonian
possibility to insert another word between it and the verb. On the other hand, the long pronominal forms can stand 
 
lexemes denoting kinship stand in relation with personal names if an article or possessive pronoun stand before the 
lexems: das Haus des (unseres) Onkels Heinrich, der Sohn der (unserer) Tante Hedwig (kukata na / od (nasiot) 
cicko / to Hajnrih; sinot na / od (nasata) tetka / ta Hedvig) and there is no article before the personal name. The 
, and  it is attached to the noun (tetkata, cickoto). 
Table 1.   Sem analyse. Kinship terms (Verwandtschaftsbezeichnungen) 
 
 
 
 
   
   - - 
 -  - - 
  -   
 - -   
  -  - 
 - -  - 
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On the other hand, the female or male personal name has the ending  - s in the Genetive case, and the verbs are 
unchanged: Onkels Heinrichs Haus (kukata na / od cicko Hajnrih), Tante Hedwigs Sohn (siont na / od tetka Hedvig) 
(In Macedonian the combination of a preposition (na / od) + noun phrase is used as an equivalent). Out of the 
comparison carried out between the differences in the meaning of the kinship terms, in Macedonian there is a 
contrast between the relations of the motherly and the fatherly side, e.g.: cicko vs. vujko and strina vs. vujna (Onkel 
vs. Onkel and Tante vs. Tante).  
  ;  
 
    
, vujna) 
 In German, there is no terminological differentiation between these concepts, what following scheme confirmed: 
vujko      vujna  
cicko   Onkel - Tante   strina 
tetin      tetka 
striko      strinka 
In this case, the lexical structure in Macedonian is more complicated than in German. Out of these reasons, there are  
difficulties in translating the linguistic information from German into Macedonian. We can translate Onkel by cicko 
/ striko / vujko / tetin. For the translation (Encoding) of the linguistic information from Macedonian into German, 
this difficulty exists because there is a contrast between this concepts in German language. The lexical structure in 
Macedonian is more complex, the student can make no mistakes in encoding the linguistic information if he/she 
translates it from Macedonian into German. The difficulties exist first in decoding the information, and / or if the 
cicko / vujko / striko or tetin. The linguistic context serves the student as an 
auxiliary means, to find the correct and the best translation equivalent. In German language the following persons 
 are relatives of a third degree, 
degree of the father / the mother. Frequently, the relatives are addressed with the name o
Er ist nur mein Nennonkel. / I just call him 
uncle).  The chil
  niece to the daughter 
-in-law are also informally referred to as nephews 
and nieces respectively, even though there is no blood relation. The word nephew is derived from the French word 
neveu. nephew niece) has 
 
If we further observe the equivalents between the lexemes of kinship of the fatherly and motherly side in 
into Macedonian by vnuka / vnucka / vnuk and in German they mean die Tochter / der Sohn des Bruders oder der 
Schwester, w bratuced / tka / rodnina and means die Tochter / der 
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Sohn der Tante oder des Onkels
Macedonian by vnuk / a / cka which means Sohn / Tochter des Sohnes oder der Schwester. 
5. Conclusions 
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